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CONDUCTANCE OF A MOLECULAR WIREATTACHED TO MESOSCOPIC LEADS:CONTACT EFFECTS�G. Cuniberti, G. Fagas and K. RihterMax-Plank-Institut für Physik komplexer SystemeNöthnitzer Straÿe 38, D�01187 Dresden, Germany(Reeived November 14, 2000)We study linear eletron transport through a moleular wire sandwihedbetween nanotube leads. We show that the presene of suh eletrodesstrongly in�uenes the alulated ondutane. We �nd that dependingon the quality and geometry of the ontats between the moleule andthe tubular reservoirs, linear transport an be tuned between an e�etiveNewns spetral behavior and a more strutured one. The latter stronglydepends on the topology of the leads. We also provide analytial evidenefor an anomalous behavior of the ondutane as a funtion of the ontatstrength.PACS numbers: 73.50.�h, 73.61.Wp, 85.65.+hThe suess of semiondutor industry is evidently represented by theempirial exponential �law� for the transistors density as a funtion of time(known as Moore's law [1℄). Its extrapolation would predit an atomi sizegate length in less than two deades. The length domain in between ismanifestly quantum mehanially dominated: here onventional methodsadopted to haraterize eletroni devies [2℄ have to be updated to moresophistiated ones, inluding a mirosopi treatment of eletronis at themoleular sale [3℄.The interest in the basi mehanisms of ondution aross moleularjuntions bridging metalli pads, already objet of sanning tunneling miro-sope oriented researh, has been intensi�ed by reent experimental ahieve-ments. For example, I�V harateristis of a benzene-1,4-dithiol ring [4℄, and� Presented at the XXIV International Shool of Theoretial Physis �TransportPhenomena from Quantum to Classial Regimes�, Ustro«, Poland, September 25�Otober 1, 2000. (437)



438 G. Cuniberti, G. Fagas, K. Rihtera poly(G)�poly(C) 30 base pair long double stranded DNA [5℄ have been re-ported. In a parallel development the use of networks of arbon nanotubes(CNT) has been the fous of intense experimental and theoretial ativityas another promising diretion for building bloks of moleular iruits [6℄.CNT are known to exhibit a wealth of novel properties depending on theirnano-metrial diameter, orientation of graphene roll up, whih is onvention-ally haraterized by means of the hiral ouple (n;m), and whether theyonsist of a single (single-wall) or many (multi-wall) ylindrial surfaes [7℄.Reent experiments also on�rm the possibility of produing heterojuntionsmade of nanotubes [8℄. When suh juntions involve di�erent materials [9℄,the haraterization of ontats beomes a fundamental issue. This ould bethe ase when CNT are attahed to a single moleule or a moleular lus-ter with a privileged diretion along the urrent �ow, namely a moleularwire. CNT have also been reently employed in similar on�gurations forenhaning the resolution of sanning probe tips [10℄. In suh systems thetraditional piture of eletron transfer between ontinuum state donor andaeptor speies has to be reonsidered in view of the fat that the eletrodesare mesosopi and the moleule an bear an eletri urrent [11℄.In this paper we drop the onventional assumption of a ontinuum of (freeor quasi-free) lead states. This is a reasonable assumption for mimikingthe presene of large reservoirs provided by bulky eletrodes, but it may beinadequate when the lead lateral dimensions are of the order of the bridgedmoleule. This is indeed the ase for CNT.In what follows, we assume a homogeneous tight binding hain as amodel moleular wire to isolate ontat e�ets. Eletrodes are taken aseither square lattie tubes (SLT), obtained by imposing periodi boundaryonditions on the longitudinal uts parallel to the lattie bonds, or CNT.The latter onsist of a rolled stripe of a graphene honeyomb lattie, alsoparallel to the lattie bonds. This on�guration generates armhair single-wall CNT, (`; `). The onsideration of SLT delivers additional analytialinsight to the numerially studied model of CNT [12℄.The eletroni Hamiltonian H = Htubes+Hwire+Houpling of the systemreadsH = X�=L;R;wire Xn�;n0��"�n�2 Æn�;n0� � �hn�;n0�i� ��n�� 
n0��� (1)� XmL�M � jmLihnwire=1j � XmR�M � jmRihnwire=N j+ h::Here, L;R, wire, and � are nearest neighbour hopping terms between atomsof the left (L) or right (R) leads, moleular bridge, and the bridge/leadinterfae, respetively; "wire is the on-site or orbital energy of eah of the



Condutane of a Moleular Wire Attahed to Mesosopi Leads : : : 439nwire = 1; : : : ; N hain-atoms relative to that of the leads, "L;R. Note thatnL;R is a two-dimensional oordinate spanning the tube lattie. Summationsover mL and mR run over interfaial end-atoms of the leads. In general,there are M suh atomi positions depending on the perimeter of the tubes,whereas, the number of hybridization ontats ranges from a single ontat(SC) M = 1, to multiple ontats (MC) M =M .In order to derive transport properties, we make use of the Landauertheory [13℄ whih relates the ondutane of the system to an independent-eletron sattering problem [14℄. The eletron wavefuntion is assumed toextend oherently aross the devie and the two-terminal, linear-responseondutane g at zero temperature is simply proportional to the total trans-mittane for injeted eletrons at the Fermi energy EF. That is, g =(2e2=h)T (EF), where T =PjLjR jSjLjR j2 is a sum over sattering matrix el-ements labelled by open hannels in the leads jL;R. The fator two aountsfor spin degeneray. The transmission funtion an be alulated from theknowledge of the moleular energy levels, the nature, and the geometry ofthe ontats. It an be obtained by solving the Lippman�Shwinger equationfor H and an be written in the following onvenient form [11, 15℄,T (E) = 4�L1 (E)�RN (E) jG1N (E)j2 ; (2)where G1N is the Green funtion element onneting the two ends of theN -atom-moleule and �L(R) is the left (right) lead spetral density. Thelatter is related to the semi-in�nite lead Green funtion matrix Glead and isminus the imaginary part of the self-energy��=L;Rnwire = Xn�;n0� hnwirejHjn�iGlead �n�; n0�� 
n0�jHjnwire� : (3)The alulation of the spetral funtion �L;Rnwire simpli�es due to the form ofthe interfaial oupling in our model. Assuming idential eletrodes, lead�indies are dropped. Hene, the self-energy beomes� = � 2e�M Xm;m0�MGlead �m;m0� ;where only surfae terms enter in the sum over the states in the leads andthe e�etive oupling is de�ned as �e� = �pM.In Fig. 1 the spetral funtion � = �Im� is plotted for both SLT andCNT leads in the SC and MC on�gurations. As a funtion of the number ofontats M the system interpolates two di�erent senarios. In the MC asethe spetral density is e�etively the spetral density of one-dimensionalleads, obtained by Newns in his theory of hemisorption [16℄. Only the
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Fig. 1. Spetral density plots for square lattie tubes with irumferene of M =20 atoms (left panels) and (10; 10) armhair arbon nanotubes (right). The twodi�erent senarios of a single ontat, M = 1 (top), and of multiple ontats,M = M = 20 (bottom), are shown.hannel without modulation in the transverse pro�le of its wavefuntionontributes to transport [17℄. The two-dimensional harater of the leadsenters as an energy shift of 2L;R for SLT and of L;R for CNT, yielding anasymmetri density pro�le with respet to the atom on-site energy "L;R. Inontrast, the SC spetrum is symmetri and riher due to the ontributionof all available hannels. Additional features haraterize CNT leads. Theminima in � (upper right panel of Fig. 1) are responsible for antiresonanesobserved in the ondutane spetrum [12℄.In Eq. (2) G1N an be expressed in the following form [18℄1wireG1N = 1�(N) � 2 �wire 1�(N � 1) +� �wire�2 1�(N � 2) ;where �(N)=wire is the matrix element G1N for the isolated N -atommoleule. It is given in losed form as a funtion of the normalized energyE = (E � "wire)=(2wire) and N by�E(N) = 2pE2 � 1�E +pE2 � 1�N+1 � �E �pE2 � 1�N+1 :
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